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Linear Programming has its origins in the 1940's, when complex planning
problems needed to be solved to contribute to the wartime operations. The
Diet Problem was one of those problems. My project deals with the
formulation ofmy own diet problem tailored to my personal tastes where I
minimize the cost of eating for one week while maintaining a healthy diet.
I gathered data for different meals as well as nutritional information
such as calorie count and number of servings. The formulation was eventually
modified to introduce variety into the diet.
HISTORY OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Linear Programming has its origins in the 1940's, when complex planning
problems needed to be solved to contribute to the wartime operations. The period
directly following the war saw the most rapid development of linear programming, as
many industries found valuable uses for it. Transportation firms use linear programming
to choose the cheapest way to coordinate shipments ofproducts from suppliers to markets
subject to capacity constraints. The petroleum industry has many uses for it such as the
blending and distribution of oils and production scheduling. The iron and steel industry
uses it to evaluate iron ores, explore the addition of coke ovens and select products.
Papermills use it to reduce trim loss. Governments use it to evaluate policy alternatives.
If not for George Dantzig's original formulation of the simplex algorithm as well as the
development of the computer, the field of linear programming would not be what it is
today.
INTRODUCTION TO DANTZIG & FORMULATION OF THE SIMPLEX
ALGORITHM
George Dantzig, known as the father of linear programming, founded the subject
around the time ofWorld War II. It was shortly thereafter that Dantzig created the
simplex algorithm which is used to solve linear programming problems.
Dantzig was born in Portland, Oregon in 1914. He received his bachelor's degree
from the University ofMaryland in 1936, and his master's degree from the University of
Michigan in 1938. From 1937 to 1939, he served as a junior statistician for the U.S.
Bureau ofLabor Statistics. It was during his tenure there that he was introduced to
Leontief s input-output model of the national economy. This model provided the origins
for linear programming. In 1946, Dantzig finished his Ph.D at Berkeley, but he turned
down a job offer from Berkeley afterwards because the paywasn't good. He then went
to the Pentagon, where he became the mathematical advisor to the U.S. Air Force
Comptroller. During his time there he developed the simplex algorithm. Before the
simplex algorithm, there was no means bywhich to solve a linear programming problem,
and the computational abilities at the time made it infeasible to attempt to solve one.
Dantzig needed to create an algorithm that would efficiently solve a linear programming
problem. Due to the fact that the feasible region of a linear programming model is a
convex body (a polyhedral set) he realized that to improve the model you only need to
move along the edges from one extreme point to the next. Thus the idea of the simplex
algorithm was born. The algorithm usually solved linear programming problems with m
equations in as little as 2m or 3m steps.
Dantzig, after formulating the simplex algorithm, decided to work on another
method to solve a linear programming problem because he thought that the simplex
algorithm wasn't efficient enough. However, a year later, when he was looking
elsewhere for a solution, the group (with which he originally formulated the algorithm)
asked him why he was looking for another solution when the simplex algorithm was
working so well on test problems.
INTERIOR POINT METHODS
Formost cases the simplex algorithm performs better than exponential time.
However interior point methods cut down the running time significantly. Narendra
Karmarkar, in 1984, developed an interior point method for solving linear programming
models. This method has both a theoretical and practical runtime that beats the runtime
of the simplex algorithm. The object of the algorithm is not to pass from vertex to vertex,
but search only through the interior of the feasible region. Anothermethod for solving
linear programming models was formulated by L.G. Khachian, which was also an interior
point algorithm. Both algorithms run in polynomial time compared to exponential time
for the worst case of the simplex algorithm.
INTRODUCTION TO THE DIET PROBLEM
A Linear Programming Problem is an optimization problem for which the
following are true: There is a linear function of decision variables called the objective
function that must be maximized or minimized. The maximization or minimization takes
place subject to a set of constraints defined by linear functions ofdecision variables, x,,
including restrictions on the sign of the variables.
There are several basic assumptions which hold true in any linear programming
problem:
Proportionality
- the linear function is proportional to each of the decision
variables
Additivity
- the contribution of each variable to the function is
independent of each other
Divisibility
- the variables can assume non-integer values
Certainty Assumption
- each parameter is known with certainty
For an example of a linear programming problem its solution by the simplex
algorithm, see Appendix 1 .
The goal of the diet problem is to find the cheapest combination of foods that will
meet the minimal daily nutritional requirements of an individual. To solve the problem,
the complete nutritional information for each food product must be known as well as the
dietary constraints for the individual in question. The objective function is the sum of the
cost per serving of each food product and the constraints are the minimal dietary
guidelines (such as calories, fat, vitamins, carbohydrates) to be met.
In the late 1930's and early 1940's the diet problem was formulated. It was
motivated by the desire of the U.S. Army to feed its troops in World War II at a minimal
cost, while maintaining the basic nutritional guidelines. Using a heuristic method,
George Stigler, an early researcher of the problem, made an educated guess of $39.93 per
year. The simplex method had not yet been created, and computers not having been
developed, so finding optimal solutions for linear programming models at this time was
done solely by hand calculations. The first large scale computation in optimization took
place during the fall of 1947. Jack Laderman of theMathematical Tables Project of the
National Bureau of Standards solved Stigler's model with the newly developed simplex
method. The program consisted ofnine equations in 77 unknowns. It took nine clerks
using hand-operated desk calculators 120 man days to solve for the optimal solution of
$39.69. Stigler's guess of $39.93 was only offby 24 cents per year.
In 1947, Dantzig needed to go on a diet and used the diet problem to help him
fashion a diet that would help him lose weight. He was less interested in saving money
than in feeling full. He calculated the difference between weight (per unit amount) of a
food and the weight of its water content. Then he maximized the resultingweights of the
foods. He used information for 500 food products to create his optimal diet. The optimal
solution was not what he expected because the constraints had a few flaws in them. Due
to the fact that vinegarwas listed as having a water content of zero, the model called for
him to consume 500 gallons ofvinegar a day. The optimal solution also called for him to
eat 200 bullion cubes a day due to its low water content. Thus he had to put upper
bounds on many parameters, which had never been done before. Dantzig, in using the
diet problem to formulate his own optimal diet, claimed that he invented the use ofupper
bounds in linear programming.
FOOD MANAGEMENT/MENU PLANNING
Food management deals with the decision problems of feeding a given population
by converting raw food into edible products - called menu items - as well as delivering
meals which meet the preferences of the population. Those menu items must meet basic
standards such as being nutritionally adequate and can be produced with the facilities and
budget available. My project deals more with menu planning than the diet problem due
to the fact that my variables are prepared foods and considered whole meals, not
necessarily the food items that are used in the diet problem.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The initial goal of the project was to find the minimal cost for a college student,
myself, to eat for one week, while maintaining the minimum daily nutritional standards,
such as aminimum level for calories, fats, carbohydrates, vitamin A and vitamin C. To
begin formulating the problem, the nutritional facts for each of the food products
included in the model needed to be researched. The labels on the back of the food
products were used to gather information as well as the USDA website regarding the
basic nutritional guidelines for a 23 year old male. The goal was to minimize the amount
ofmoney spent on food for a week. The foods were broken into three categories:
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. A constraint was created which mandated that at least five
servings of
"breakfast"
would be eaten, at least seven
"servings"
of lunch would be eaten
and at least seven servings of
"dinner"
would be eaten. The remaining constraints would
then be based on getting the minimum daily requirements (over the course of a seven day
week) for the following nutritional items: calories, fats, carbohydrates, iron, calcium,
vitamin A, vitamin C, and the minimum daily requirements specified by the USDA for
the five food groups (grain, vegetables, fruits, dairy, andmeat/beans). A summary of the
declaration ofvariables is listed below:
Breakfast
PopTarts - Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Pop Tarts
Yogurt - Vanilla Yogurt
Cereal - HoneyNut Cheerios and SkimMilk
Orange - Clementine Orange
Apple - Granny Smith Apple
Lunch
Soup
- Campbell's Chicken with Egg Noodles
Chili - Campbell's Chunky Chili
Turkey
-
Turkey Sandwich onWhite Bread with 1 slice cheese
TunaSand - Tuna Fish Sandwich onWhite Bread with 1 slice cheese
PBJSand - Chunky Peanut Butter and Grape Jelly onWhite Bread
Bologna - Fat Free Bologna Sandwich with 1 slice cheese
Caesar- Light Caesar Salad kit
Salad- Garden Salad with Fat Free Thousand Island dressing
Dinner
MCheese - KraftMacaroni and Cheese
Pizza - Lean Cuisine Pizza
Pasta - Spaghetti andMeat Sauce
Fish - Frozen Fish and Vegetables
StirFry
- Stir Fry andWhite Rice
PSide - Tomato Parmesan Pasta Sides
Patty
- Chicken Patty on bun with 1 slice cheese and ketchup
LoMein - Dragon Shrimp Lo Mein
SpicyVeg
- Spicy Vegetables and Chicken
Rad - Radiatore Romano
Adobo - Southwest Style Adobo Chicken
HotDog- Nathan's Best Hot Dog on bun with ketchup
Tort- Cheese Tortellini
HChili - Homemade Chili
Taco - Homemade Taco
Ham - Ham and Mashed Potatoes
The nutritional information and cost per serving of each variable can be found in
Appendix II.
The objective function then became a simple sum of the cost per serving of each
item multiplied by the number of servings that specific item would be eaten over the
course of the week. The resulting solution could then be applied by choosing which
foods to eat on which days of the week.
The objective function is listed below:
minimize .6 PopTarts + .4 Yogurt + .5 Cereal + .3 Orange + .15 Apple + 3.78 Soup + 1.89 Chili -+
.65 Turkey + 1.29 TunaSand + .8 PBJSand + .75 Bologna + 2 Caesar
+
.8 Salad + .33 MCheese + 1.66
Pizza + .4 Pasta + 3.1 Fish + 3.3 StirFry + 1.19 PSide + .75 Patty + 2.25 LoMein + 2.25 SpicyVeg + 2.25
Rad + 2.25 Adobo + .7 HotDog + 3.49 Tort + 2.33 HChili + 1 .25 Taco + 3 Ham
Constraints:
PopTarts + Yogurt + Cereal + Orange + Apple > 5 (breakfast constraint)
Soup + Chili + Turkey + TunaSand + PBJSand
+ Bologna + Caesar + Salad > 7 (lunch constraint)
MCheese + Pizza + Pasta + Fish + StirFry + PSide + Patty + LoMein + SpicyVeg + Rad + Adobo +
HotDog + Tort + HChili + Taco + Ham
> 7 (dinner constraint)
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400 PopTarts + 170 Yogurt + 300 Cereal + 80 Orange + 80 Apple +110 Soup + 220 Chili + 330
Turkey + 310 TunaSand + 400 PBJSand + 240 Bologna + 180 Caesar +110 Salad + 380 MCheese +
380 Pizza + 450 Pasta + 170 Fish + 1360 StirFry + 320 PSide + 490 Patty + 240 LoMein + 240
SpicyVeg + 290 Rad + 280 Adobo + 530 HotDog + 840 Tort + 407.5 HChili + 360 Taco + 520 Ham <
17066 (calorie constraint)
.16 PopTarts + .02 Yogurt + .03 Cereal + .02 Apple + .05 Soup + .12 Chili + .2 Turkey + .19
TunaSand + .22 PBJSand + .1 Bologna + .18 Caesar + .23 MCheese + .14 Pizza + .08 Pasta + .1 Fish +
.03 StirFry + .15 PSide + .28 Patty + .06 LoMein + .08 SpicyVeg + .11 Rad + .07 Adobo + .36 HotDog
+
.34 Tort + .06 Chili + .24 Taco + .3 Ham < 7 (fat constraint)
.24 PopTarts + .11 Yogurt + .09 Cereal + .07 Orange + .07 Apple + .05 Soup + .08 Chili + .12 Turkey
+
.11 TunaSand + .19 PBJSand + .12 Bologna + .06 Caesar + .08 Salad + .16 MCheese + .18 Pizza +
.33 Pasta + .03 Fish + .64 StirFry + .15 PSide + .19 Patty + .12 LoMein + .12 SpicyVeg + .14 Rad +
.13 Adobo + .16 HotDog + .42 Tort + .05 HChili + .08 Taco + .15 Ham < 7 (carbohydrate constraint)
.2 PopTarts + .25 Cereal + .02 Soup + .1 Chili + .12 Turkey + .12 TunaSand + .12 PBJSand + .12
Bologna + .12 Caesar + .04 Salad + .1 MCheese + .1 Pizza + .28 Pasta + .05 Fish + .03 StirFry + .35
PSide + .15 Patty + .2 LoMein + .08 SpicyVeg + .1 Rad + .04 Adobo + .24 HotDog + .36 Tort + .15
HChili + .06 Taco + .2 Ham > 5.25 (lower limit iron constraint)
.2 PopTarts + .25 Cereal + .02 Soup + .1 Chili + .12 Turkey + .12 TunaSand + .12 PBJSand + .12
Bologna + .12 Caesar + .04 Salad + .1 MCheese + .1 Pizza + .28 Pasta + .05 Fish + .03 StirFry + .35
PSide + .15 Patty + .2 LoMein + .08 SpicyVeg + .1 Rad + .04 Adobo + .24 HotDog + .36 Tort + .15
HChili + .06 Taco + .2 Ham < 7.5 (upper limit iron constraint)
.2 Yogurt + .25 Cereal + .04 Orange + .02 Soup + .04 Chili + .14 Turkey + .14 TunaSand + .08
PBJSand + .2 Bologna + . 12 Caesar + . 1 MCheese + .2 Pizza + .04 Pasta + .02 Fish + .04 StirFry + . 15
PSide + .1 Patty + .04 LoMein + .04 SpicyVeg + .2 Rad
+
.04 Adobo + .38 Tort + .01 HChili + .26
Taco + .04Ham > 5.25 (lower limit calcium constraint)
.2 Yogurt + .25 Cereal + .04 Orange + .02 Soup + .04 Chili + .14 Turkey + .14 TunaSand + .08
PBJSand + .2 Bologna + .12 Caesar + .1 MCheese + .2 Pizza + .04 Pasta + .02 Fish + .04 StirFry + .15
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PSide + .1 Patty + .04 LoMein + .04 SpicyVeg + .2 Rad + .04 Adobo + .38 Tort + .01 HChili + .26
Taco + .04 Ham < 7.5 (upper limit calcium constraint)
.2 PopTarts + .15 Cereal + .5 Soup + .15 Chili + .06 Turkey + .06 TunaSand + .06 Bologna + .8 Caesar
+
.4 Salad + .15 MCheese + .04 Pizza + .25 Pasta + .02 Fish + .07 StirFry + .15 PSide + .12 Patty + .1
LoMein + .1 SpicyVeg + .15 Rad + .02 Adobo + .58 Tort + .14 HChili + .06 Taco + .12 Ham > 5.25
(lower limit vitamin A constraint)
.2 PopTarts + .15 Cereal + .5 Soup + .15 Chili + .06 Turkey + .06 TunaSand + .06 Bologna + .8 Caesar
+
.4 Salad + .15 MCheese + .04 Pizza + .25 Pasta + .02 Fish + .07 StirFry + .15 PSide + .12 Patty + .1
LoMein + .1 SpicyVeg + .15 Rad + .02 Adobo + .58 Tort + .14 HChili + .06 Taco + .12 Ham < 7.5
(upper limit vitamin A constraint)
.02 Yogurt + .1 Cereal + 1.2 Orange + .06 Apple + .02 Chili + .6 Caesar + .2 Salad + .05 Fish + 1.7
StirFry + .02 PSide + .06 LoMein + .02 SpicyVeg + .04 Rad + .08 Adobo + .07 HChili > 5.75 (lower
limit vitamin C constraint)
.02 Yogurt + .1 Cereal + 1.2 Orange + .06 Apple + .02 Chili + .6 Caesar + .2 Salad + .05 Fish + 1.7
StirFry + .02 PSide + .06 LoMein + .02 SpicyVeg + .04 Rad + .08 Adobo + .07 HChili < 7.5 (upper
limit vitamin C constraint)
2 PopTarts + 2 Cereal + Soup + 2 Turkey + 2 TunaSand + 2 PBJSand + 2 Bologna + 4 MCheese + 3
Pizza + 4 Pasta + 4 StirFry + 4 PSide + 2 Patty + 3 LoMein + 3 SpicyVeg + 4 Rad + 3 Adobo + 2
HotDog + 4 Tort + 2 Taco > 10 (servings of grains constraint)
Soup + 3 Caesar + 3 Salad + 1 Pasta + 3 Fish + 3 StirFry + 2 LoMein + 2 SpicyVeg + Rad
+ Adobo +
3 HChili + 2 Taco + 3 Ham > 3.5 (servings of vegetables constraint)
2 Orange + 2 Apple + PBJSand > 2.5 (servings of fruit constraint)
Yogurt + Cereal + Turkey + TunaSand + Bologna + MCheese
+ PSide + Patty + Tort + Taco > 3
(servings of dairy constraint)
Soup + 2 Chili + 2 Turkey + 2 TunaSand + PBJSand
+ 2 Bologna + Pizza + 3 Fish + 2 StirFry + 2
Patty + 2 LoMein + 2 SpicyVeg + Rad + 2 Adobo + 2 HotDog
+ 3 HChili + 3 Taco + 3 Ham > 7
(servings ofmeat/beans constraint)
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The problem, objective function and constraints, was entered into LINDOW32, an
application that solves linear programming models.
INITIAL RESULTS
The results of the initial solution had a $16.44 budget for the entire week.
However, since there was no upper limit on the amount of each food item eaten, the
optimal solution required me to eat about 16 bowls of cereal, 5.5 bowls ofmacaroni and
cheese, 3 oranges, 3.5 turkey sandwiches, 3.5 salads, and 2 bowls ofpasta. This solution
is due mainly to that fact that cereal, while not the cheapest food in the table, gave the
most amount ofnutrients per cost of serving. Macaroni and cheese, pasta, and oranges
were some of the cheapest food products and were thus included in the optimal solution.
For the complete optimal solution, see Appendix III.
COST PER NUMBER OF DIFFERENT FOODS ANALYSIS
Although the cost is optimal, the foods required by the model did not fit my
dietary desires. Therefore, I added a constraint which put a cap on the number ofbowls
of cereal I could eat during one week. The new optimal solution was $19.16 and required
19.5 bowls ofmacaroni and cheese to be eaten per week. Also, the number of food
products required to be eaten increased from six to seven. Another constraint was then
added that put a cap on the number ofbowls
ofmacaroni and cheese eaten in a week.
The optimal solution now contained another food item with a cost of $20.87. At each
13
step, one food item had too many servings in the solution, and that item was restricted.
As the variety increased, so did the cost.
The following table and accompanying graph are the result of the subsequent
cappings of food products in order to provide variety in the diet:




















Cost per Number of Different Foods
120
10 15
Number of Different Foods
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The resulting graph shows a linear trend for the first 1 8 different foods and a
spike at 19. The explanation for this trend is that, at that step, the amount ofvitaminA in
the diet dropped beneath the minimum required. Since radiatore romano was capped at 1
serving the amount of vitamin A decreased Thus spicy vegetables and chicken entered
the basis and 16 servings were required to make up for the drop in vitamin A. Thus the
large jump in the optimal cost.
The final cost of $102.47 for 23 different food items represents the final step, and
thus the solution with the most variety. However, most college students would not be
able to buy that much food every week, so that solution is infeasible for someone under
those financial constraints. The typical college student could spend on average $60 per
week on food. This puts the optimal solution for my diet at about 1 8 different food items
15
per week. The value of each of the food items for that solution is given in the table
below:
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Food Item Amount Food Item Amount Food Item Amount
PopTarts 2 Soup 0 Mcheese 1
Yogurt 2 Chili 0 Pizza 1
Cereal 2 Turkey 2 Pasta 1
Orange 4 TunaSand 2 Fish 0
Apple 0 PBJSand 1 StirFry 0
Bologna 2 Pside 2



















The optimal solution for this case is $41.93 which is well within the budget ofmost
college students, and the variation in the number of food items allows me to eat a
different food item for each meal with very little repetition (an ideal solution).
FURTHER ANALYSIS
The first change that could be made would be the addition ofmore nutritional
constraints as well as possible consequences for not meeting certain constraints. For
example, ifvitamin D were not being consumed, it could lead to bone diseases such as
rickets and osteoporosis. Also, too much of some nutrients could be hazardous to your
health. Thus if they were to be included in any subsequent model, they too would need a
lower and upper bound. Addition ofother foods, such as prepared dishes, would make
16
the model more complete. Also, as is the case with most college students, time needed to
cook the foods is an important aspect in food preparation. A future model could contain
preparation time for meals and a constraint could be added to limit the amount of time
spent per week on preparation.
17
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max 3 x + y
a . t . x + y < 8
2 x + y < 10
x < 4
The feasible region for the problem is:
12 3 4
19
The initial tableau is set up as follows, with each entry
being the coefficient of that variable in the given row:
THE TABLEAU
ROW (BASIS) X
1 ART -3 .000
2 SLK 2 1 .000
3 SLK 3 2 .000
4 SLK 4 1 .000
ART ART -3 .000
Y SLK 2 SLK 3 SLK 4
-1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 8.000
1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 10.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 4.000
-1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
After first pivot :
THE TABLEAU
ROW (BASIS) X
1 ART 0 .000
2 SLK 2 0 .000
3 SLK 3 0 .000
4 X 1 .000
Y SLK 2 SLK 3 SLK 4
-1.000 0.000 0.000 3.000 12.000
1.000 1.000 0.000 -1.000 4.000
1.000 0.000 1.000 -2.000 2.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 4.000
After second pivot :
THE TABLEAU
ROW (BASIS) X Y SLK 2 SLK 3 SLK 4
1 ART 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 14.000
2 SLK 2 0.000 0.000 1.000 -1.000 1.000 2.000
3 Y 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 -2.000 2.000
4 X 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 4.000
20
Optimal solution:
LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE
1) 14.00000
VARIABLE VALUE REDUCED COST
X 4 .000000 0.000000
Y 2.000000 0.000000
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LP OPTIMUM FOUND AT STEP 2 8
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE
1) 16.44534































ROW SLACK OR SURPLUS DUAL PRICES












14) 3 .220792 0.000000
15) 22.038118 0.000000
16) 0.000000 -0.100505
NO. ITERATIONS= 28
24
